The Latin for the New Millennium Difference

Integrated Approach • High Interest • Rich Technology

The first new Latin program in 40 years, LNM synthesizes the finest pedagogy of the past and the best practices of the present for Latin instruction. LNM offers a groundbreaking set of technological tools and resources for today’s college students and teachers. Fusing the traditional grammar approach with the reading method, LNM provides the most comprehensive program available. LNM is the first Latin series to include the other three-fourths of our Latin legacy.

• Written by world-renowned Latinists Drs. Milena Minkova and Terence Tunberg
• Developed in consultation with a team of respected college classicists

Latin for the New Millennium offers:

► Instructional Innovation
• Fusion of grammar and reading methods maximize learning
• Most comprehensive survey of Latin literature in a beginning Latin text
• Latin reading topics stimulate discussion of significant concepts
• Culture and history of 2,500 years seamlessly interwoven with original Latin readings
• Readings from later Latin authors present a more advanced, richer Latin
• Essays by university scholars connect ancient and modern worlds
• Lush illustrations and instructive captions present the richness of the classical legacy

► Groundbreaking Online Resources
• Only textbook with a dedicated social network, the Teachers’ Lounge, for idea exchanges, sharing teaching materials, discussing pedagogy
• Free downloads:
  - Question banks for use with Quia or as a Microsoft™ Word doc
  - Maps and map exercises
  - Enrichment activities and materials
• Full color digital flash cards for current media devices (e.g., iPhones, smart phones, cell phones)
• Interactive eWorkbooks appeal to today’s tech-savvy college student

Choose Latin for the New Millennium as your new introductory Latin text for its superior and comprehensive pedagogy. Choose Latin for the New Millennium for its comprehensive presentation of the full continuum of Latin’s development as language and literature—the foundation of western thought.

Visit www.lnm.bolchazy.com to view samples or request an adoption kit.